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template:

supplies:
3 fat quarters for triangle pieces
1 yard cotton for main skirt section
1 yard 1" elastic
Matching thread

Seam Allowance: 1/4"

instructions:
Step 1: Cut fabric.

Patterned fabric:
18 patterned triangles from template (seam allowance included).

Solid fabric:
18 triangles from template
6 1/2” x 36 1/2” lining for hemband
13“ x 36 1/2” top of skirt, including waistband

Step 2: Make patchwork front of hem band.

With one patterned triangle and one solid triangle right sides facing, 
sew them together (with wide end of one triangle on top of the narrow 
end of another). Continue sewing triangles together, alternating 
patterned and solid fabric. Press all seams towards the darker fabric.

Step 3: Sew lining to hem band.

Once you have sewn all of the triangles together and pressed the 
seams, you will sew the end triangles to one another, forming a fabric 
band. Then, sew the solid 6 1/2” x 36 1/2” fabric right sides together 
along the short ends to form the lining band (with a 1/4" seam 
allowance). Place the solid fabric band inside the triangle band with 
right sides facing. Pin together and sew along the edge that has the 
bases of the patterned triangles. This will form the bottom hem. Press 
the seam open, then press the joined piece flat with the solid fabric 
backing the patterned band. 

Step 4: Sew the band to the skirt piece.

Next, take the larger skirt piece and sew the short ends with right sides 
facing, forming the side hem of the skirt (still using a 1/4" seam 
allowance). Follow with an overcasting or zig-zag stitch. Place the 
triangle band piece inside the skirt tube, with right sides facing and raw 
edges aligned. Sew together, then use an overcasting or zig-zag stitch. 
Press the hem flat and topstitch 1/8" above the seam.

Step 5: Create the waistband.

Working on the wrong side of the fabric, fold the unfinished top edge of 
the skirt down by 1/2" and press. Fold again by 1 1/2" and stitch in 
place, 1 1/4" from the top, forming the elastic casing. Be sure to leave 
an opening of 2" - 3" to insert the elastic. Place a safety pin at the end 
of the elastic and thread the elastic into the casing. Feed it through and 
pull it out the other side. Lay the elastic over itself and sew it together 
with a zig-zag stitch. Push it into the elastic casing and close the 
opening in the casing with a straight stitch.


